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illustrated in Fig. 10 which shows records from a cell which responded
to internal rotation of the shoulder with an increase in overall firing rate .
The cat's forepaw was held about 30° lateral to the normal rnidsaggital

plane ; it was then slowly moved medially until, at the end of about 40
sec, it was about 30° medial to the midsagittal plane .

The most pronounced feature was an increase in the number of isolated
spikes ; the burst index fell from a control 93% to 40% at the time of
the maximal firing rates . It was also apparent that the doubtlets which
did occur were wider during this sequence . The characteristic doublet

interval was 1 .1 cosec during the resting condition (externally rotated) .

At the maximal firing'rate, the doublet interval was nearly 4 msec (av-
eraged over a 2 sec epoch ; there was considerable variation in this be-
havior) . The lower part of Fig. 10 shows the gradual widening of the
doublet during a more rapid change . Plots of the statistics are seen in
Fig. 11 .

Following high firing rates from either afferent drive or antidromic
activation, the spontaneous activity of some neurons was notably de-
pressed for 30-60 sec .

DISCUSSION

Is the doublet/burst a result of the patterning in the presynaptic drive
(33) or some intrinsic property of the postsynaptic cell (16) ? The

gradual changes in burst pattern shown in Figs . 7 and 8 as a function of
microelectrode position argue for a special response of the postsynaptic
cell . The ubiquity of the doublet/burst firing patterns and their occur-
rence in cells of both large and small extracellular spike heights also
argues against these being recordings from afferent receptor axons . Galindo

et al. (16) examined this issue in some detail and concluded that the
doublets were caused by an "intrinsic tendency to repetitive firing and

not by the properties of the synaptic input ."
In main cuneate, the afferent drive cones largely from hair and touch

rather than deep proprioception (16) ; thus, it can be difficult to grade

sampled in (A) was taken in the middle of this range . As the electrode is ad-
vanced, the number of bursts per second rises . Upon withdrawal of the electrode,
the burst rate drops fivefold . C. The percentage of spikes found within bursts is
also greatly increased by electrode pressure. D. The number of spikes per burst
is typically 2, although it varies between doublets and triplets during severe elec-
trode pressure. E. The doublet interspike interval (or first interspike interval of
the triplet) shortens to 2 cosec and lengthens as the electrode is withdrawn . In this
cell, both the burst recurrence rate and the internal structure of the burst appear
to be altered by electrode pressure ; in the deteriorating neuron of Fig . 7, these
features seemed disassociated until the final deterioration . Either deterioration pat-
tern was grounds for rejection of a neuron from further study .
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FIG . 9 . Changes in firing patterns with receptive field stimulation for three ECN
neurons. The upper strip of each pair is the spontaneous activity of the neuron ;
the evoked activity begins approximately at the open arrows in the lower strips .
The cell at top (L395-8) fired in very stereotyped doublets ; as the elbow was
slowly flexed, the firing pattern changed to single spikes and an occasional broad
doublet. In the case of cell L398-19, the spontaneous firing pattern was isolated
spikes and occasional loose bursts (in contrast to the stereotyped doublets of the
other cells illustrated in this paper) . When the wrist was flexed, many more iso-
lated spikes occurred, but occasional tight doublets and triplets . The stereotyped
doublets and triplets in the spontaneous activity of cell L393-19 was changed by the
addition of isolated spikes when pressure was applied to the digits . Increased multi-
unit activity is also seen .

in a steady-state manner. One of the advantages of studying external
cuneate is that proprioception is the major, if not only, modality repre-
sented (11, 30, 31) and input can be graded in a manner not easily at-
tained with the more phasic hair and touch receptors . Gradation of af-
ferent drive via intracellular injected current is most useful in differenti-
ating the rhythmic firing mode from the extra spike mode in motoneurons
(8) and in pyramidal tract neurons (9) ; when one cannot inject steady
current into a cell due to an extracellular recording technique, it is im-
portant to be able to grade a sustained synaptic drive as in Fig. 10 .

It is our hypothesis that the isolated spikes which appear during this
sequence are, in fact, doublets where the extra spike has failed to occur .
If this hypothesis is correct, one might expect to see other indications of
this failure . The gradual widening of the doublet (Figs . 10 and 11) ac-
cords well with the model (Fig . 1) developed from intracellular record-
ings (7, 11, 12) . In these intracellularly observed cases of doublets, a
large depolarizing hump is seen following each spike . This "delayed de-
polarization" or "depolarizing afterpotential" appears to rise through the
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falling threshold and elicit the extra spike (which may, of course, elicit

another extra spike if it too has a large hump following it) .

Our extracellularly obtained picture of doublet firing would be con-

sistent with a large depolarizing hump which typically exceeds thresh-

old by a large safety margin, the extra spike thus arising well before the

peak of the hump would occur . This would suggest that the hump de-

creases in size as afferent drive increases or that the threshold rises rela-

tive to the hump, e.g ., through Na inactivation which would accord well

with the decreased spike heights. Thus, the extra spikes would arise

later along the rising phase of the hump . As the doublet interval corre-

sponding to the time-to-peak of the hump is approached, one would ex-

pect an increased incidence of failures, i .e ., the extra spike would fail to

occur and one would see single isolated spikes . Thus, the concomitant

widening of the doublet and the decreased incidence of extra spikes

accord well with this model .

The depolarizing afterpotentials which underlie the extra spike mode

are seen in all neurons of Clarke's column (13, 23), which is the spinal

homologue of external cuneate (1) . They are also ubiquitous among "fast"

SLOW MOVEMENT

II

RAPID MOVEMENT

- 50 msec - L395 - 16

FIG. 10 Effect of receptive field stimulation upon firing pattern of cell L395-16 .
During resting spontaneous activity (top line), this cell characteristically fired in
1 .1 msec doublets . Rapid movements of the forelimb caused many isolated spikes
to appear. It was discovered that a slow internal rotation of the shoulder was
capable of gradually changing firing patterns. The second and third lines show
characteristic firing patterns near the beginning and near the end of this 40 sec long
movement. The doublets which do occur are often wider ; many isolated spikes
appear. The changes in spike heights seen here are characteristic of most ECN
cells as the average firing rate increases . The widening of the doublet, concomitant
with the occurrence of isolated spikes, suggests that the second spike of the doublet
is occasionally failing to be generated . Indeed, during other movements one can
sometimes see a sequence of doublets widening and then single spikes appearing,
as shown in the bottom line.
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FIG . 11 . Statistical parameters for the cell's responses illustrated in Fig . 10. At

upper left, the average firing rate is shown increasing linearly during internal
rotations of the shoulder through a 60° arc . The silent periods correspond to the
return of the forelimb to the lateral position . The period following 230 sec corre-
sponds to the forelimb being held in the lateral position ; at 270 see, another slow
rotation is begun . The doublet rate increases initially but immediately reaches a
plateau. This indicates that the further increase in total firing rate is due to spikes
occurring outside of doublets ; this is explicitly illustrated in the graph at the upper
right for the first of the three rotation sequences shown . The number of spikes out-
side of doublets is initially very small, but grows linearly to eventually exceed the
number of spikes found within doublets . The doublets that do occur, however, are
broader (on the average), as seen in the plot at lower right . The plot at lower left
is a scatter plot of the doublet interval versus the average firing rate for 500 sec
of data sequence such as illustrated at upper left, again showing this gradual broad-
ening of the doublet.
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pyramidal tract neurons (9), more so than in "slow" ones or in moto-
neurons (8, 14) .

The findings also suggest that extra spikes are more likely at low levels
of neuronal activity and may diminish with increased activity, further
suggesting an automatic gain control in the repetitive firing mechanism
of the neuron (5) . Our present data are in general agreement with this
picture. The mechanisms underlying the depolarizing humps (6) are in-
sufficiently understood, but seem to involve delayed action potentials in
dendrites, e.g ., the antidromic invasion of the dendrites by the action
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FIG. 12. See Appendix A for explanation of this FOCAL program .

potential from the trigger zone proceeds slowly, so that this process is
not finished at the time the soma repolarizes, allowing current to flow
centrally from the depolarized dendrites and elicit a hump in the soma .
A wider dendritic action potential (24, 34) would have the salve effect .
D. K. Hartline and W. H. Calvin (unpublished observations) have re-
cently found that, in the lobster stretch receptor, slowed retrograde in-
vasion of the soma can produce doublets because the initial segment re-
covers its excitability during the delayed somatic spike. While only a
broadened AB spike was seen intrasomatically, a doublet was simul-
taneously recorded from the axon. It is difficult, at present, to use infer-
ences from such proposed mechanisms to illuminate the central question
What factors augment the extra spike mode ?

Injury may augment the extra spike mode ; certainly, the distortion of
the soma-dendritic geometry might lead to extra spikes by further delaying
antidromic invasion. While the injury factor is sometimes difficult to
rule out in individual cases, the ubiquity of the extra spike discharges in
main and external cuneate, fast pyramidal tract cells, and in spinal moto-
neurons under a variety of conditions argues against the extra spike mode
as a mere artifact, as does its modification by afferent drive .
Anoxia has been shown to augment the delayed depolarization in spinal

motoneurons and to give rise to a double antidromic discharge (26) .
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Pharmacological means of augmentation are best illustrated in the work
of Galindo et al . (16), where iontophoretic glutamate, ATP, and galla-
mine were used . Gallamine at typical experimental doses increased what
we would call the "burst index" and the number of spikes per burst .
Clearly, it would be of considerable interest to explore the effects of
other drugs, especially anticonvulsants, upon the extra spike mode .
Disuse or deafferentation have been hypothesized to augment the

extra spike mode and related phenomena (5, 21, 35) . Deafferentation of
external cuneate via dorsal rhizotomies results in a profound loss of the
large synaptic terminals containing round vesicles (27) yet the spon-
taneous activity continues (20, 21, 33) after several days pause . Mecha-
nisms for this hypothesized augmentation may involve deafferentation-
associated changes in dendritic geometry (17, 18, 32, 36) or they may
merely involve the disuse which accompanies deafferentation (25, 28) .
Disuse as an augmenting stimulus for the extra spike mode accords well
with the "automatic gain control" implications noted above .

APPENDIX A : INTERS PIKE INTERVAL
STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS

Figure 12 shows the FOCAL program used to compute the relevant
statistics and which created the printouts illustrated in Fig . 3. A local
modification of FOCAL (called LINFOC UW) for the LINC-8 com-
puter was utilized which had a 256 word section of memory into which
interspike intervals could be placed by the parent LINC program (which
retrieved them from tape files) ; the FOCAL program could also use
the section to pass parameters derived from the FOCAL computations
back to the LINC program (which accumulated them on tape for later
plotting) . This is the explanation for the FP (put) and FG (get) com-
mands and for the lines 3 .21 to 3 .23. Interspike intervals were saved in
0.2 msec units ; thus the division by 5 in line 2 .50. A maximum interspike
interval (2047/5) is not really an interspike interval ; it indicates that period
had passed without a spike .
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